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Abstract-Aho,Ullman,and
Yannakakis have proposed a set of
protocols that ensure reliable transmission of data across an error-prone
channel. They have obtained lower boundson the complexity required of
the protocolsto assure reliability for differentclasses of errors. They
specify these protocols with finite-state machines. Althoughthe protocol
machines have only a small number of states, they are nontrivial to prove
correct. In this paper we present proofs of one of these protocols using
the finite-state-machineapproach and the abstract-program approach.
We also show that the abstract-program approach gives special insight
into the operation of the protocol.

I.

INTRODUCTION

H

OW complexmustaprotocol
be toguarantee reliable
communication?Theanswer,ofcourse,dependsonthe
communication medium provided, the type of communication
desired,andthedefinition
of reliable.Aho,Ullman,and
Yannakakis [ 11 have derived lower bounds on the complexity
neededtoachievereliablecommunicationacrossanerrorpronechannel.Theymeasurecomplexity
by the sizeof the
finite-state machines used t o specify the protocol. In particular,
they describe a transmitter-receiver system where each machine
hasonlytwostates,andaprotocolthatguaranteesreliable
communication over a medium that can lose messages.
In this
paperweverifythecorrectness
of theirprotocolusingtwo
different techniques: the finite-state approach and the abstractprogram approach.
Section I1 describesthemodelonwhichtheprotocol
is
based. Section I11 presents the finite-state approach to protocol verification. It also includes a proof of the protocol uhder
discussion. Section 1V describes the abstract-program approach.
We includeanintroductiontotwotools
of theapproach:
historyvariables(todescribetheinput-outputproperties
of
aprotocol)andtemporal
logic (toprovideanotationfor
showingthattheprotocol
islive-forexample,thatit
will
continuetosendand
receivemessagesasdesired).-Section
V discusses history variables and safety specifications in more
detail.InSection
VI weprovethattheprotocol
is correct
under the assumption that no
messages are lost. Section
VI1
discusses temporal logicandlivenessproperties.InSection
VI11 we outline the proof that the protocol is correct
even if
messages can be lost. Finally, we comment on the two verification techniques, as they were applied to this protocol.

11. THE MODEL
The model that Aho, Ullman, and Yannakakis assume for
theirprotocol(henceforth
called theAUYprotocol)isa
pair of finite-state machines that communicate over an errorpronechannel.Thetransmitter’sinput
is an(unbounded)
sequenceofbits;the
desired output of the receiveris the
samesequence of bits. Thetwoautomataaresynchronous;
that is, statetransitionsinthetwomachinesmustoccur
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AUY protocol configuration.

simultaneously. The system contains a central clock: at each
tick of theclock,eachmachineundergoesastatetransition
and transmits a symbol (one
of 0, 1, or X) to the other machine.Thesymbol
X representsanemptyorlost
message.
Fig. 1 shows a diagram
of ,the system: finite-state machine A
is the transmitter and finite-state machine
B is the receiver.
S,
The source of bits for the transmitter is the sending user
and the destination for the bits from the receiver is the receivinguser R . A moveof A (thatwhichoccursateachtick)
dependsonthecurrentstate
of A , thesymboltransmitted
by B during the previous tick, and the current symbol
in the
input buffer. Based on these three factors, A makes its move,
which consists of a change of state, a transmission of a symbol
t o B , and an optional advance to the next symbol of the input
buffer, The movements of B are similar. The model addresses
three types of transmission errors:
0
deletion error-0 or 1 is sent, X is received,
mutation error-0 or 1 is sent, 1 o r 0 is received,
insertion error-X is sent, 0 or 1 is received.
Aho,Ullman,andYannakakisconcentrateonaprotocol
t o handle only deletion errors, and so shall we.
The finite-state machines of the AUY protocol are shown in
Fig, 2. Thefourstatesarelabeled
p , q , r , and s. The arcs,
representingstatetransitions,arelabeledbytheconditions
under which the transitions may be taken and by the events
associatedwiththetransitions.Machine
A , thetransmitter,
B. The
has two input. sources: the sending user and machine
bits from the sending user are the messages t o be sent by the
protocol. The bits from B are acknowledgments. These sources
arerepresentedonthefinite-statediagrambyanordered
pair in parentheses, for example (su, ack), where su represents
the bit from the sending user and
ack represents the acknowB . Machine A hasasingleoutput-to
ledgmentbitfrom
machineB.Theoutput
bitisindicatedonthediagramby
being enclosed in angle brackets, ( b ) . During a move, machine
A can advance the input buffer by one symbol, iildicating that
the next bit from the sending user is available t o be read ( o n
(*).
thenextclocktick).Thisaction
is indicatedbyastar
Therefore, a transition of the transmitter labeled ( 0 , 1) (X)*
shows that if the input from the sending user equals 0 and the
acknowledgmentfromthe
receiverequals 1, thenthetransmitter can take this transition. Taking this transition causes
a X t o be sent to machine B and the input buffer to be advanced.
Similarly the
transitions
of machine B are
labeled
( a ) ( a c k ,ru), where a is the input fro? A , ack is the acknowledg-
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Fig. 3. Possiblesequence of transitions on 0101, from [I]. Bits that have
been lost in transit are indicated by the notation “lost.”
ment sent to A . and ru is the bit sent to the receivinguser.
If a transition does not cause a bit
t o be sent to the receiving
user, then the ru component will be omitted. Fig. 3 [ 11 shows
a possible sequence of transitions on the input0 10 1.
By what standards is a protocol for such a system correct?
Aho,Ullman,andYannakakisdescribeaprotocol,apairof
automata, as being robust under a certain class of errors if it
satisfies thefollowingtwoproperties.First,theoutput
sequence is always a prefix of the input sequence. Second,
if
n o transmissionerrorsoccurfor
some fixedlength of time,
then at least onemoreoutputsymbolisprinted.
We show
that their protocol
is correct in two different ways. We first
performafinite-stateproof,whichusesreachabilityanalysis
to identify deadlocked states. We then construct an abstractprogramproof using theFloyd-Hoaretechniqueaugmented
by temporal logic. In neither case will our definition of correct
correspond exactly to their notion ofrobust.

111. FINITE-STATE
TECHNIQUE
Toverifythecorrectness
of aprotocol using thefinitestate technique, one forms the system state space as the cross
product of the states of the component machines and media.
One then does a reachability analysis by starting in the initial
state
and
exercising
all
legal transitions.Thereachability
analysis terminates when all legal transitions have been tried
fromallreachablestates.
If anyreachablestatehasnoexit
transitions,thendeadlock
is possible.Ifasystemstate
is
reachablethat
is notdefinedinthecomponentmachines,
then the protocol is not completely specified for all possible
inputs.
This technique does not address the notion of correct data
transfer.Bochmann[2]doesaddresscorrectdatatransfer
by showing that the action sequence (or language) generated
by thesystemmachine(finitestatemachineformedinthe
reachabilityanalysis)haseach“input
I” symbolfollowed
by exactly one “output
I,” except when the last “output I”

[ I O ] also proves correct data transhas not occurred. Gouda
fer by forming a labeled finite reachability graph (with variables). He then treats this graph as a sequential program and
proves
correct
data
transfer
using conventional
program
verification techniques.
Excellentsurveysofthefinite-statetechniquehavebeen
written by Bochmann,Danthme,andSunshine[3],[4],
171, [301.
In the AUY protocol there are two machines, each having
twostates;therearetwochannels,each
of whichcanbe
in one of three states
(0, 1, x). Therefore, there are 36 system states. Fig. 4 shows the resultsof the reachability analysis
A systemstate
is representedby
fortheAUYprotocol.
th’e quadruple (a, msg, ack, b ) , where a isthetransmitter
state, b is the receiverstate, msg isthe messagebeing sent
B
from A to B , and ack is theacknowledgmentsentfrom
t o A . In fact, there are no deadlocked or undefined states.
Does this verification of the protocol show that it is robust?
The finite-state technique does not address the issueof correct
data transfer, which is the first component of the definition
if the
of robust. Notethatdatatransfercouldbeverified,
finitestatemachineswereaugmentedwithvariablesateach
state,butthentheproofwould
be morecomplicatedthan
a simple reachability analysis.
The second part of the definition can be demonstrated by
trying all possible starting positions in the system state space
and showing that if no deletions occur, then an output symbol
must be producedafteracertainfixednumber
ofmoves.
For the AUY protocol the fixed number is6.

IV. ABSTRACT-PROGRAM
TECHNIQUE
In the abstract-program approach, the protocol is modeled
asaparallelprogram.CorrectnessproofsfollowtheFloydHoare style of program verification
[ 8 ] , [ 141, [ 201 . Logical
assertions attached to the program abstract information from
the representation of thestate,allowing
us t o reasonabout
classes ofstates.Hailpern,Schwartz,andMelliar-Smithhave
writtensurveysofabstract-programtechniquesasapplied
t o network protocols [ 121 , [ 271 .
In our version of the technique, we model the transmitter
andreceiverasprocesses;themediaarerepresented
by synchronized shared variables (described below).We use a modular
approachtoverification:wefirstproveproperties
of the
individualprocesses,andthenwecombinetheseproperties
into a proof of the entire protocol.
In the abstract-program approach, we are interested in two
kinds of properties: safety and Liveness. Safety properties have
the form “bad things will not happen.” They are analogous to
partialcorrectnessandareexpressedbyinvariantassertions,
which must be satisfied by the system state at all times; that
is, an invariant assertion is true before and after the execution
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of each statement in the program. For example, freedom from
deadlock is a safety property. We often express safety propertiesusing(auxiliary)historyvariablesthatrecordtheinteractions of the processes. Theterm auxiliary indicatesthat
thehistory
variablesarenotactuallyimplemented.Such
variablesareusedonlyin
theproof.Becausetheyarenot
implemented, they can record histories of unbounded length.
Historyvariableshavefrequentlybeenused
in reasoning
about communication systems [ 9 ] ,[ 131, [ 161, [ 2 1 ] , [ 2 2 ] .
In our system, we will maintain histories recording the input from the sending user and the output to the receiving user
(representedby u and p in Fig. 1). These two histories will
of the protocol is a prefix
allow us to state that the output
of the input to the protocol. In addition, we will use histories
t o recordthebitssentandreceivedbythetwoprocesses
(represented by a,0,y, and 6 in Fig. 1). Histories are discussed
in more detail in SectionV .
Livenesspropertieshavetheform“goodthings
will happen.” Indeed, if we have shown that no bad things can happen,
then the form is simply “things will happen.” These properties
include
termination
requirements
in
sequential
programs.
Some programs, however, are not intended
t o terminate, for
example,
operating
systems.
For
such
programs,
liveness
properties
assert
that
some
desirable
state
will
reoccur
that
orsome
action
will eventually
perbe
formed.
Livenesspropertiesrefer
tothefutureoccurrenceof
a
desiredstate. As such, they are difficult tp state in conventionallogic,whichrefersonly
to the present state.
To state
livenessproperties,weusethenotation
of temporal logic
[ 181, [ 2 4 ] , [ 2 5 ] , whichprovidesoperatorsfordescribing
futureprogramstates.Section
VI1 discusses temporal logic
in more detail.
In translating the AUY protocol from a finite-state machine
to an abstract program, we need program constructs to represent the operations of reading a new bit from the sending user,
sending a bit to the receiving user, and exchanging bits between
the two processes. Thefirsttwooperationsare
simple. The
command
X + S. read

will input the next value from the sending user, and the command

R . write(x)
w d output x tothe
receivinguser.
We assumethat read
and write areguaranteedtoterminate.The
livenessspecification of theseoperationsisinSection
VII. The exchange
command is similar to the send andreceive operations (! and ?)
in Hoare’s CSP [ 1 5 1 . If processA executes
x

+-

exchange(y)

thenitwaitsuntilprocess
B isalsoexecutingan
exchange
operation. If B never does so, ,then A is stuck-we must prove
that this cannot happen.When B is at
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Suppose X and Y are history variables. We write
X G Y

to denote that X isa prefix (initial subsequence) of Y . This
means that I X I G I Y 1, and the two sequences are identical in
theirfirst I X I elements,where I X I denotes the length
of
history X .
The initial valueof a history variable is the empty sequence,
and the only operation
allowed is appending a new value.
If
history X has elements a, b , c, d then we can write

X = (abcd).
If I X 1 = n then we may also write

x =(x&.
We denote concatenation of sequences by juxtaposition, that
is,
X = ( a b ) ( c d )= ( e b c d ) .

We will speak about sequencesof repeated messages. We use the
superscripts * and as defined for regular expressions:
+

XE(x*)z3k>O(X=(xk))
XE(xf)E3k>1(X=(xk))

where ( x k ) denotes the message x repeated k times. These notations can also be combined. For example
xE(xj+,y=l

means that X is a sequence that starts with one or more instances of x l , followed by one or more instances of x 2 , and
so on, ending with one or more instances
of x , .
We use history variables t o specify the safety properties of
the read, write, and exchange operations. These specifications
are in the form

{PI

s-{Q>.

Thisformulastatesthat
if P istruebeforestatement
S is
S terminates,then
Q is trueon
executed,andstatement
termination.
The
predicate
P is
called
theprecondition;
predicate Q iscalled thepostcondition.Thesafety
specification for the read operation is

{ o = ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ } ~ ~ S . r e a d { 3 a ( a = ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
whichstatesthat
if theinputhistorycontains
n elements
andareadisperformed,thentheinputhistory
will contain n
1 elements(thefirst
n being thesameasbefore),
and x will contain the new element of the history. Similarly,
the specification for thewrite operation is

+

{ p = (ri)y=

A

x = a } R. write(x) { p = (ri)y= ( a ) } .

u + exchange(v)

then the two operations execute simultaneously, with
x getting the value of u and u getting the value of y . More details
of the exchange operation may be found in the next section
and in Section VII.

V. HISTORYVARIABLES
AND SAFETYPROPERTIES
In this section we present some notation for dealing with
t o specify the safety
historyvariables. We usethisnotation
properties of t h e read, write, and exchange operations.

The specification of the exchange operation is a little more
complicated. Let X be the history of bits sent to the medium
by process P, and let Y be the history of bits received from
the medium by P. Then,thespecificationforthe
exchange
operation is

{ x = (xi);=] A Y = (yj);=lA
u

+

w =a}

exchange(w)

{ x = (Xi);Ja)A

3b(Y = ( Y i ) i k , , ( b ) A u = b ) } .
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Process A

Theseconditions do not fullyspecifythebehaviorofthe
mediumunderan
exchange operation,however.
We must
alsospecifythatthelengthsofallfourhistoriesareequal
(becausethepair
of exchangesoperates on all four simultaneously) and that the output histories look like the input
histories. We state these properties
as invariants of the medium:

inputval S.read
LOOP
P While ack = 1 Do
ack exchange@)
inputval h e a d

od

VI. PROOFOF A SIMPLIFIED
SYSTEM
To verifytheAUYprotocolusingtheabstract-program
approach, we must first translate the finite-state machines into
abstract programs. Fig. 5 shows a naive translation. It i s naive
in the sense that the automaton has been translated exactly:
choices of transitionsbecomeif-then-elsestatements,transitions to the same node become
while-do statements, and no
transition for agiven state becomes an error statement. Our
eventual goal is to prove that the output history is
a prefix
of the input history:
p

< a.

-

where Lose ( X , Y ) is true if

Thefunction Lose comparescorrespondingpositions
of X
and Y and is true if the bits in those positions are equal or
if the bit in Y represents a lost message. These invariants defineamediumthatcorresponds
totheinformaldefinition
given in Section 11.

--

If ack = 0 Then error Fi
ack exchange(inputva1)
Q: If ack # A Then error Fi
ack exchange(A)
Endloop
Endprocess

I~I=IPI=IYI=161
Lose(&,0) ALose(y, 6)

t/i~IYI((Yi=X)V(ri=xi)).

-

Init: ack c exchange(A)

. >.,

Process B:
Init: msg c exchange(A)
LOOP
R IfmsgPAThen
msg
exchange(A)
Else
msg exchange( I )
Fi
S: W h i l e m s g # A J h
R.write(nag)
msg exchange( 1)
Od
msg exchange(h)
Endloop
Endprocess

-

Fig. 5 . Naivetranslation.

--

Process A
Init: ack exchange(X)
inputval S.read
i ack A & last(a) A f
LOOP

-

{ last(a) = A )

We will discuss only safety properties in detail in this section.
Section VI11 will discuss liveness properties.
We called thetranslation naive,because
there are some
obvioussimplificationsthatwecanmake
to thecode. We
will transform this naive code by proving invariant properties
of the processes that willallow us to eliminate unnecessary
tests.Althoughthistransformationprocessisinformal,it
could be stated formally. Scherlis [ 2 6 ] has formalized similar
transformations for Lisp.
We will notethatprocess
B onlytransmits 1’s and X’s
(never 0’s). This invariant is stated as
YgEy((g= l)V(g=W.

With this invariant we can simplify the transmitter by eliminatingoneerrorcheckandchangingthefirstcheck
of state q
t o checkingforanacknowledgment
of1
ratherthananythingbut A. Fig. 6 showsthe revised codeannotatedwith
assertions. Note that we have also used the fact that the first
elements of (Y and y are both equal to X , and hence, the first
messages received are X’s as well. We have also assumed that
none of the input fromS equals X .
We observe next that if process B receives a h in one exchange, then it sends a X in the next exchange; furthermore,
if it receives a 0 o r a 1, then it sendsa 1 on the next exchange.
We state this property with the following two invariants:

P: While ack = 1 Do
( ack = 1 & last(a) = X )
ack c exchange(X)
inputval + %read
{ lat(a) = A I

od

( ack = A & last(a) = X )
ack + exchange(inputva1)

I Iast(a) # A I
Q: If ack = 1 Then error Fi
{ last(a) # A & ack = A 1
ack

-

exchange(A)

{ last(a) = A

I

Endloop
Endprocess
Process B:
Init: msg

-

-

exchange(A)

{ msg = A & last(y)

LOOP
{ last(v) = A

I

R Ifmsg = A Then

-

last(y) = A & msg = A )
nlsg exchange(A)
{ IsNv) = A I

Else

-

{ last(y) = A & msg st

msg

XI

exchange(])

{ IasNY) = 1 1

Fi
S: While msg # A Do

f

msg #

-

AI

(I/3I>kk22/3p,-,

=h)>yp,=X

R.write(msg)
msg exchaoge(1)

(1/3I>kk22&-,

fX)>Yk =1

{ I&Y)

where y k is the kth element of y.Because the medium always
t o simplify the
passes X unchanged, these invariants allow us
transmittercode.Theseinvariantsdescribeafundamental
insight into the operation
of the protocol: the receiveracts
as an echoing device.
If the transmitter receivesa nonempty
acknowledgment,itknowsthatthemessageitsentduring
thelastexchange
was infactreceived.
In Fig. 7 weapply

A)

=

11

Od
{msg-A)
msg exchange(h)
{ lsc(u) = A 1
Endloop
Endprocess

Fig. 6 . Annotated translation. After .orovintr- that B neversends 0 as an
acknowledgment, we can modify A’s program.Thenotation“last(x)”
indicates the last element of history x.
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--

--

Process A
Init: ack exchange(A)
inputval Sread
( ack = A & last(a) = A ]
P:Whileack = 1 Do
i cannot happen because ack = A )

od

Process A:
Init:ack
exchange(,‘,)
inputval !head
{ ack = A & last(a) = A i
P:ack c exchange(inputva1)
( last(a) # A & ack = A )
Q: ack c exchange(A)
(last(a)=A&ack=l)
LOOP
{ last(a) = A & ack = 1 I
P ack exchange@)
inputval .%read
{ last(a) = A & ack = A
ack c exchange(inputva1)
( last(a) # A & ack h )
Q: ack exchange(A)
{ last(a) = A & ack = 1 )
Endloop
Endprocess

-

( ack = A & last(n) = A ]
ack exchange(inputva1)
( last(n) # A & ack = A )
Q: Lf ack = 1 Then ( cannot happen ) Fi
{ last(n) # A & ack = A )
ack exchange@)
{ last(o) = A )
LOOP
{ last(n) = A
P: While ack = 1 Do
( ack = 1 & last(o) = A )
ack exchange(X)
inputval c Sread
( last(a) = A & ack = A )
( therefore the while can only be executed once ]
Od
( ack = A & last(n) = A )
ack exchange(inputva1)
( last(a) # A & ack = A ]
Q: If ack = 1Then ( cannot happen ] Fi
{ last(a) # h & ack = A )
ack exchange(A)

--

-

-

-

{ last(a) =

x1

Endloop
Endprocess

Fig. 7.

Annotated transmitter. After we know that B “repeats” what A sent
the previous exchange, we can determine when ack = X.

--

Process A:
Init:ack
exchange@)
inputval S.read
iack=A&last(a)=A)
P: ack exchange(inputva1)
Ilast(a) # A & ack = A 1
Q: ack exchange(h)
i last(a) = A
LOOP
( last(0) = A 1
P: If ack = 1 Then
i ack = 1 & last(a) = A
ack exchange(A)
inputval S.read
ilast(o) = A & ack A 1
Fi
i ack A & last(a) = A )
ack exchange(inputva1)
ilast(o) # A & ack = h 1
Q:ack
exchange@)
i lXt(a) = A 1
Endloop
Endprocess

-

-

--

--

-

Fig. 8. Annotatedtransmitter.Usingtheinformationfromtheprevious
code. Note that all error
figureallows us to eliminatesomemore
conditions are gone.

theseinvariants.Notethatwehaveunrolledthefirstiteration of the main loop. Fig. 8 shows the result of simplifying
the code after applying the invariants.
For the remainder of this section, we will assume that no
messagesarelost.Analyzingthissimplerproblem
will help
usunderstandthemoregeneralproblem.Ournewassumption may be written as

( a = /3)A ( y = 6 ) .
Usingthisassumptionwemayagainsimplifyprocess
A : if
process B sends a 1 we know that it
will get through to A .
Fig. 9 shows the result of this simplification. Note that there
arenomoretests
(if statements or while statements)left.
Therefore,wecandescribethehistory
01 (andhence 0) in-

-

Fig. 9. Annotatedtransmitter (nomessages lost). If no messages are lost
then the program above is the result. Note that there are no tests left.

dependently of the receiver:
0

= (si);=l 3 ( ( A s j X ) ; < l ( A )

< cy < (XsiX);=,bX)).

Now that we know the value of0, we can derive the value ofp
from the receiver code:

((XsJ);=;’(Xs,)

< p < (Xsjh);=,(h))
IJ(si)Y=;l < p <(si);=,.

This then proves that the output aisprefix of the input.
We give no formalliveness proof in this section. Informally,
though, the only place that a process gets blocked is at an exchange whentheotherprocessnevergetstoan
exchange.
Nothing can stop either process from repeatedly reaching an
exchange. Becauseonemessageissenteachloopof
B , the
system is live-the length
of the output will always keep increasing. This reasoning can be stated formally using
the notation of temporal logic.
Gig. 10 shows a finalcondensedversionof
the code f o r
process A .

VII. TEMPORAL
LOGICAND LIVENESSPROPERTIES
In this section we present a brief introduction to temporal
logic. We use temporal logic t o specify the liveness properties
of the read, write, and exchange operation. For more details
on the theory of temporal logic and the use of temporal logic
inprogramverification,seetheworkofPnueli,Lamport,
Owicki,
and
Hailpern
[ l l ] , [ 181,[23]-[25].Recently,
many papers have used temporal logic to verify network protocols [61, [ 191, [281, 1291.
Temporal logic provides operators for reasoning about the
future, where the future isa program computation (a sequence
ofstatesthatcouldariseduringprogramexecution).Informally, the first state in a computation represents the present;
subsequentstatesrepresentthefuture.Thetemporallogic
we are using has two operations, 0 (henceforth) and 0 (eventually). The formula OP (henceforth P) means “P is true for all
states in the computation.” The formula OP is interpreted as
“there is some state in the computation in which
P is true.”
When we say that a temporal formula is true for a program,
we mean that it is true for all computations of that program.
Note that the present
is considered t o be part of the future
in this temporal logic.
Temporal
operators
are
particularly
useful
for
stating
livenessproperties.
For example,programterminationcan
be expressed by
at P 3 Oafter P
where at P and after P are assertions that are true

of states
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finishing anexchange without the other:

Process A:

.--

LOOP
ack exchange(h)
inputval S.read
ack exchange(inputva1)
ack exchange(h)
Endloop
Endprocess

--

Fig. 10. Condensedtransmitter(no’messages lost).
inwhichcontrolisatthebeginningorendofprogram
P,
respectively.
Combinations of the two temporal operators are also useOVP (“infinitelyoften
P ) impliesthat
ful.Theformula
there are an infinite number
of future states for which
P is
true. This combination is useful for stating recurring properties of a program, for example,
oV(the buffer is not full).
The formula V W states that there is some point in the future
at which P becomes true and remains true thereafter. An example of thiscombinationistostatethatdeadlockisinevitable:
Vn(al1 processes are waiting).
There are two temporal assertions about histories that we
willuseinreasoning
about liveness. The first is an assertion
thatthe
sizeofa
given history will growwithoutbound.
It is abbreviated as u(X),where

( A ar L :exchange A

atexchange) 3 TOA after L

and similarly for B .

VIII. PROOF

(OUTLINE)
OF THE AUY PROTOCOL

We now return to the proof of the AUY protocol.
Fig. 11
shows the protocol before
we made our simplifying assumpVI. Process B isstdlrathercomplicated;
tioninSection
provingpropertiesofprocess
A will allow ustosimplify
it somewhat. Ndte that process A never sends two non-h messages in a row. This invariant maybe stated as

This invariant allows us to simplify the code for process B in
two:ways. First, the while loop can become an if statement,
because if msg # h the first time through, then it must equalx
the second time (by the last invariant). Second,
if the first if
statement of process B determinesthat rnsg # h, thenthe
body of the second if statement (that used to be a while loop)
will not be executed (again. because of the invariant above).
Fig. 12 shows the revised receiver code.
Letusturn
again toprocess A . We can also relatethe
output A , a,to its input,(u):

We can also show that A only starts sending a new bit when it
receives an acknowledgment of 1 from B (note that the only
place that a 1 can be received in the code of A i s at the top of
The second assertion states that a particular value occurs an
c ( X , b ) theloop).Thekeytheorem
unbounded number of timesinthehistory.Letting
we mustprove
is thatthe 1
be the number of occurrences of bit b in history X , we have
ackfiowledgmentguaranteesthat
B hasreceivedthecurrent
bit and has output that bit to the receiving user.
uc(X, b ) = Vn(V(c(X, 6 ) n)).
Whatdoesanacknowledgment
of 1 from B mean?That
leads to the following question: how does B differentiate two
We use this notation to describe how
error-prone the medium
distinct messages from .A? If at the beginning of i t s loop, B
is. If all messagesandacknowledgmentswerelost,thenthe
sees a non-h message, then it treats the message as a duplicate
systemcouldnot
belive.Thedefinition
of robustrequired
and sends a duplicate acknowledgment. If, however, the
mesthat six exchangesinarownot
be lost. We makeaweaker
sage at the top of the loop equals h and the next message does
assumption: if b is sentanunboundednumberoftimes,
not, then this second message is treated as new (output to the
then b is received correctly an unbounded number
of times.
receivinguserandacknowledged).Inotherwords,between
This is expressed as
duplicate messages B expects an odd number of A’s; between
differentmessagesthereareanevennumber
of X’s. Hence,
uc(a, b ) uc(P, b )
the parity (even/odd) of the length of /3 when a bit is received
determines whether the bit is new or old. Furthermote, the
number ofchangesinmessageparityencodes
a . sequence
Ourbasiclivenessassumptionconcerningtheexecution
numberforeachmessage,
To provethatacknowledgments
of program statemedts is that they do riot block:
received by A reflectthatthecorrectmessagehasbeenreat s 3 Oafter s
ceived by B, we mustshowthatthetwo
processesalways
all non-h meswhere s is any statement that does not affect shared variables. agree onthisencodedsequencenumberfor
We haveassumedthatthe
read and write statements follow
sages.
We defirie A(a, i ) to be the number of changes in parity in
this rule as well; that is, if a process is attempting to read from
or write to an outside user, then that operation will eventually a uptoandincludingelementi;thus,itisthesequence
terminate. This last statement is an assumption on the behavior number of the ith element in the sequence. We define A(a, i)
of the sending and receiving users.
as follows. In the base case
The situation is more complex when ,we specify the liveness
A(a, 0) = 0.
properties of the exchange operation, because both processes
are involved. Our first liveness statement about the
exchange
Let aidenote the itli elementof alpha. If ai= h then
operation is

4x1 = t/n(O(l x I > n)).

>

( A at L 1 :exchange A B a f L 2 : e x c h a n g e )

~ ( ai), = A(& i - 1).

3 O(A after L 1 A B after L 2 ) ,

If i is even and c ~#
i h then
that is, if both A and B arereadytoexecutean
exchange
(L1 and L2 are labels to distinguish the
exchange operations.
in a process), then both processes will elrentually finish their
corresponding operations. We must also preclude one process

A(a, i) =

A(&, i - l j + 1,

if even (A(&, i - 1))

A(&, i -. I),

if odd (A(&, i - 1)).
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-

Process A:
Init: ack
exchange(A)
inputval + S.read
I ack A & last(a) A ]
P; ack exchange(inputva1)
ilast(u) # A & ack = & ]
Q: ack exchange@)

--

3

I l~t(u=
) A I
LOOP

{ Iast(a) = A 1
P: If ack = 1 Then
[ ack = 1 & last(a) = A {

--

ack exchange(A)
inputval S.read
1 last(a) = A & ack = A
Fi
{ ack = A & last(a) = A ]
ack exchange(inputval)
{ last(a) # A & ack = A 1
Q: ack + exchange(A)

-

last(a) =.'A

I

Endloop
Endprocess

-

Process B:
h i t : msg

exchange(A)
last(?) = A ]

,( rnsg = A

+

LOOP

1IWy) =A I
R: I f m s g i A T h e n
ilast(y)=A&msg=A]
msg exchange@)
i last(y) * A I
Else

.-

--

il~t(y)=A&msg#Al
exchange( 1)
1 last(?) 1 I

rnsg

Fi
S: While msg # A Do
Img#AI
R.write(msg)
msg exchange( 1)
i last(?) = 1 I
Od
imsg=Al
msg exchange(A)
ilast(?) = A I
Endloop
Endprocess

-

Fig. 11. Annotated protocol.

Process B:

Similarly, if i is odd and ai # h then

-

h i t : msg
exchange(A)
{ rnsg = A 8: last(7) = A ]

A(a, i) =

A(a, i - 1) + 1,

if odd (A(&, i

A(a, i - l),

if even (A(&, i - 1)).

i

We will denote the
A(a), where

-

i1Wy) = A I
If nlsg # A Then
{msg#A&last(y)=A)
R.write(msg)
msg
exchange( 1)
I k t ( ? ) = 1 & mSg = A ]
Fi
{ rnsg = A 1
Else
{ last(?) = A & msg # A ]
msg exchange(1)
{ last(y) = 1 & rnsg = A 1
Fi
(msg=A]
msg exchange(A)
I last(?) = A I
Endloop
Endprocess

-

-

-

Fig. 12. Annotated receiver. After proving that the transmitter cannot send
two non-Xmessages in a row, we can change the while loop into an if
statement and move the result into the then-clause of the previous if

statement.

1))

lastsequencenumberinthehistoryby

A(a) = A(a, 1 0 1 I).
We can define A@) in the same way as A(a). For y and 6 ,
is defined in the same manner as above, but with the role
of the even and odd values of i reversed (because acknowledgments come one time unit after receipt
of a message).
This encoding of sequence number as changes in parity
is
not anewidea.
We haveproved thecorrectness of another
protocolthatusesthesamemechanism:thealternatingbit
protocol [ 11 1 , [ 131. In the AUY protocol the parity resides
inthenumberof
messages that havebeenreceived;inthe
alternatingbitprotocoltheparityisexplicitlyincludedin
the messageasa one-bit sequence number. Changes in parity
occur when the sequence bits in
successivemessageschange
from 0 t o 1 (or 1 t o 0). The safety proofs, however, are the same
for the two protocols when the correct definitions
of parity are
made. We therefore refer the reader to the proof
of the alternating bit protocol as a model for the remainder of the safety proof
of the AUY protocol.
The liveness proof closely follows the liveness proof of the
alternating bit protocol. As in Section VI, neither process can
exchange operation,becausebo'thprocessesare
blockatan
infinitelyoften-atexchanges.Ourgoalis
t o prove that the
length of p will always increase:

A

4P).
We present one liveness assertion for each of the twoprocesses.
These assertions can be proved directly from the code
of the
processes. Process A promises to start sending the next
bit when
the current one has been acknowledged:

'di(A(6)> i

3 ( u c ( ~ uj+
, 1)

V ()(A(&) 2 i + 1))).

Therefore, if process A receivesacknowledgment i , then A
starts to send bit j
1. It will send that bit an unbounded
number of timesunlessiteventuallyreceivesacknowledgment i i- 1 . The liveness assertion for processB is similar:

+

LOOP

i l+t(u) = A I
If rnsg = A Then
1 last(y) = A & nisg = A ]
nlsg exchange(A)

-

'dj(A(p>2 i 3 (O(l P

t

i ) A ( ~ 4 71),V o(A@) 2 i + 1)))).

We prove u ( p ) by induction on the length of p . The base
step is t o show O(l p I 2 0), which is true initially. The inductionstepinvolvesshowingthat
if p contains k messages at
some point, then itwill eventually contain k f 1 messages:
o(I p

I =k

3 01p

I >k).

The rest of this proof exactly parallels the
!iveness proof
of the alternating bit protocol. To prove the induction step,
we assume that I p I = k and follow the alternatives as specified
I n t h e t w o livenessassertionsabove(alongwithourliveness
assumptionaboutthemedium).Thedetails
of theproof
may be found in [ 131.

IX. CONCLUSION
In proving the correctness of this protocol we notice that
the finite-state approach was simple and the abstract-program
approach was complex-why? One reason that the first approach
is simple is that the pure finite-state technique doesnot address
is that the
the issue of correct data transfer. Another reason

MPLE
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finite-statedescriptionencodesmuchinformation
in the set
of current states. That information gets translated into control
flowintheabstract-programrepresentation.Thesignificant
piecesof informationmustthen
be extracted by theproof
process.
Our development of the abstract-program proof was useful
in its own right.We showed why the potential error conditions
were not errors( because the receiver acted
as an echoing device).
We proved that the while loops in the finite-state machine could
only be executed a single time. We discovered the underlying
mechanismfortheoperationoftheprotocol(theeven/odd
parityoftimethatthebitsweresentencodedasequence
number).
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